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Panelists

- Scott, Bradley, Director of CSS, Minnesota Department of Transportation
- Ethan Fawley, Transportation Connections Coordinator, Fresh Energy
- David Leopold, Streetscape and Sustainable Design Program, Chicago Department of Transportation
- David Scott, Assistant Division Administrator, FHWA Minnesota Division
Webcast Viewers

- Submit your questions and comments.
- Use the ‘Ask a Question’ function located above the speaker video window of your webcast viewer.
Highlighted Case Studies

- Elgin O’Hare West Bypass, Elgin–Chicago, IL
- Accelerate I–465, Indianapolis, IN
- Michigan DOT Guidelines for Stakeholder Engagement
- I–35W St Anthony Bridge Reconstruction, Minneapolis, MN
Core CSS Principles

- Strive towards a shared stakeholder vision to provide a basis for decisions
- Demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of contexts
- Foster continuing communication and collaboration to achieve consensus
- Exercise flexibility and creativity to shape effective transportation solutions, while preserving and enhancing community and natural environments